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❑ Mixed Criticality:
▪ Real-Time vs non Real-Time
▪ Isolation vs Sharing

❑ Real-Time (Hard / Soft)
▪ GBE packet IO control loop < 12us
▪ MSI interrupt latency < 4us
▪ Cyclictest jitter < 10us

❑ HMI
▪ Window10
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Industrial usage: RT + HMI 
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❑ Dedicated CPUs for RTVM
▪ avoid cpu sharing overhead

❑ Pass-through LAPIC (except 
ICR/XAPICD/LDR) to:

▪ avoid VM-exit

❑ Enable RDT:
▪ enable CAT/CDP to isolate cache
▪ enable MBA to isolate memory 

bandwidth

❑ Enable split-lock/bus-lock to:
▪ avoid bus lock impact

❑ Enable virtio BE/FE as PMD to:
▪ avoid VM-exit

❑ Configure native BIOS to:
▪ disable real-time harmful settings.
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❑ ACRN utilizes Intel RDT CAT technology to 
eliminates the impact of cache evicting from 
non-RT workloads.

❑ Vcpus grouped into Classes of Service (CLOS) for 
resource allocation. 

❑ In this case, there has 2 sets 8 ways LLC. 

• The first two ways are dedicated for RT vcpu.
• The other ways are shared among the other 

normal vcpus.
• The last two ways are shared with GPU.

Cache isolation



Why ?

In order to ensure stable real-time performance, a certain maximum 
tolerable latency for access data from memory is one of key factors.

How ?

To achieves low latencies, creates a buffer in cache using a mechanism that 
helps protect data from being evited. ACRN introduces Pseudo-SRAM, offers 
software developers a programmatic way to address the cache for real-time 
data.

Low Latency Data Buffer
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Address Space

4 sets 8-ways LLC

pseudo lock 

always read/write hit

pSRAM region

Through CAT to reserve dedicate ways for dedicate memory 
region. CPUs read/write the dedicated memory region always 
hits the cache. 

How to lock cache?



▹Prevention of pSRAM evictingTroublemakers pSRAM impacts ACRN

INVD/WBINVD Invalidate whole physical caches WBINVD: virtualized by clflush_opt and skip the pSRAM 
region.
INVD: trap and do nothing.

CAT CPUID/MSR May break the pre-defined cache way 
partition policy

Hide CAT for guest, consider to support vCAT in future.

C-state (MWAIT) Invalidate per-core cache(L1/L2) in 
C-state(>=C3)

Disable C-states in BIOS.

CLFLUSH (opt.) Flush cache RTVM itself needs to guarantees no clfush to pSRAM 
region. For other VMs, ACRN ensures the pSRAM will not 
be mapped.

Prevention of pSRAM evicting




